COVER STORY

The relationship between cricket and golf has always
been close. No one exemplifies this more than
Ted Dexter, interviewed here by Tim Dickson.
On page 18 and 19, we look at two other famous
cricketing golfers, Leonard Crawley and WG Grace.

AmbiDextrous

T

ed Dexter is bang on time for breakfast
at London’s Waldorf Hilton hotel, a
date we’ve arranged to coincide with
the first day of the Lords Test against Pakistan
(and to which we’re both joyfully headed). He
is unmistakeable as he makes his way to my
table, at 75 still justifying Wisden’s description
of him as “an athletic six-footer with something
of the feline grace and strength of the golfer
Tiger Woods”.
For those too young to know, Dexter is one
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of the finest all-round sportsmen Britain has
ever produced - and he’s certainly the country’s
greatest cricketer-golfer.
The Botham or Flintoff of his generation, he
was captain of Sussex between 1960 and 1965
and of England between 1962-65, and is best
remembered for batting that combined raw
aggression with incomparable style. Perhaps his
most famous innings was the 70 he smashed,
from 73 balls, off the fearsome West Indian
bowling of Charlie Griffiths and Wes Hall in
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Sartorial style:
a hitherto
unpublished
photo of the
young Ted Dexter

1963 after coming to the crease with England
0 for 1 wicket.
Dexter was also a scratch golfer of rare
ability. One of the longest hitters of his day in
either the professional or the amateur game, he
captained Cambridge, won the coveted Oxford
& Cambridge President’s Putter twice, missed
qualification for the Open Championship by
a single shot (see panel pp12-13), beat Gary
Player in Player’s prime, and briefly considered
becoming a professional golfer when he finally
hung up his cricket bat.
Such a combination of top notch cricket
and golfing achievements seems hopelessly
improbable in the harsh, unduly focused and
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unforgiving modern era. But fortunately for
the rest of us Dexter’s all-round talents were
allowed to blossom during a childhood divided
between his English boarding schools and the
idyllic, carefree environment of the Italian Alps.
So which came first, I ask, cricket or golf? “It
was cricket”, he recalls, “but only just”.
Aged nine - at a “semi respectable prep
school with a most unpleasant headmaster who
at least taught us to play the game properly”
- he was scoring his first 50 and hitting his
first six. But a couple of years later at the end
of the summer term he jumped aboard the
Orient Express to Milan “from where I was
whisked up into the hills to our house above
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(At this point Dexter’s mobile phone rings
Lake Como, not far from a charming but at the
time rather overgrown golf course”. The year and he briefly talks to the cricket commentator
Mark Nicholas: “Hi Mark, I’m sitting having a
was 1946.
Menaggio and Cadenabbia is today rather delicious breakfast at the Waldorf Hilton
more than 5,700 yards off the back tees, is with a Mr Timothy Dickson who writes Golf
breathtakingly picturesque and is noteworthy Quarterly, which you’ll become acquainted
for a fine library of old golf books. But when with and to which you will obviously subscribe
the young Dexter arrived there roughly 65 in due course...)
The early pattern of cricket at school and
years ago it had been badly neglected as a result
of the Second World War. Dexter’s father and golf during the summer holidays - “I wouldn’t
a couple of others quickly arranged for a local see a cricket bat for 10-12 weeks in which time
farmer to scythe the 1st, 2nd, 17th and 18th my brother and I might play 100 rounds of golf ”
– further holes were later restored in this way - continued well into Dexter’s teenage years
– and with his older brother as partner and the after he went to Radley College. On occasions
local professional Senor Prete as mentor, the during term time he slipped off to play golf
at nearby Frilford Heath
famously elegant Dexter
swing began to take shape. ‘I wouldn’t see a cricket bat - “We biked out there
with clubs on our back,
“I was incredibly lucky”,
for 10-12 weeks
which was pretty tough,
Dexter reflects today.“Senor
or sometimes one of the
Prete was an excellent
in which time
masters would give us a
teacher and he had no one
my brother and I
lift” - but it was for cricket
else to give lessons to - so
that he immediately caught
my Dad used to bung him
might play
the selectors’ eye. He won
a few lire to take us round.
100 rounds of golf’
his Radley colours at 14,
The only problem was that
though he now knows that
Senor Prete had something
wrong with his left eye and he used to cock the school’s coach Bert Robinson, who later
his head quite far to the right. I have pictures coached the current England cricket captain
of me doing exactly that but the result is that Andrew Strauss, wanted him to be in the First
I have always kept my head very much behind Eleven when he was just 13.“Bert only told me
this at his 90th birthday party a few years ago”,
the ball!”
Summers by the Italian lakes, Dexter laughs Dexter. “He said the school authorities
remembers, were a cross between a holiday ruled it out because they thought it would go
camp and an assault course. “We used to swim, to my head - and they were probably right!”
On to Cambridge and Dexter’s firm resolve
golf, sail, play golf again, play tennis and on it
went from dawn to dusk. They were amazing to concentrate on work was quickly broken.
days and it kept us out of mischief. There was “I didn’t play golf my first term because my
nothing else to do. There was no television, of brother was already up, and he dragooned me
course, and the only music was when my Dad, into playing rugby. I only turned to golf in the
who ran a successful insurance agency around Spring term, not long before the University
Europe, came back at weekends and played the match against Oxford at Formby, but it was too
late to get my Blue”.This said, he immediately
piano”.
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Spot the difference: head behind/leading with the head

made a mark on his undergraduate peers. “I
was selected for the Dinner Match (the contest
the day before the ‘Blues’ match between
the two reserves on each side), went to the
turn in my singles in 32 shots and won my
foursomes by 7/6”. The episode, Dexter says
a little mischievously, has always given him a
psychological edge in subsequent matches
against that year’s Cambridge captain Dr
David Marsh. “David never seems to play well
against me. I think he’s still always feeling rather
embarrassed that he didn’t pick me for the
Blues!”
Was there ever a point at university when
Dexter had to choose between the two games?
“The only time was probably during my third
and final year when my name was included
in the newspapers in a list of possible players
circulated by the Walker Cup selectors, along
with the events where the selectors would be
present and watching. I looked at the dates but
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I quickly realised , ‘I can’t do that, I’m playing
cricket’ and that was that. Thereafter cricket
took over more or less completely until I
retired from that game”.
How, I enquire, has he managed to excel at
two sports which, while sometimes viewed as
reasonably close cousins, demand quite different
techniques and temperaments. “I learnt more
or less completely to compartmentalise them”,
he explains. “What I did find was that when I
went back to golf after cricket I used to hit the
first three or four drives over extra cover.Then
I’d remember that in cricket you lead with the
head if you can, and in golf you have to keep
your head behind the ball. Once I’d got that
going again I was OK”.
Psychology is key to all sport, of course, and
more so in golf and cricket than most others.
“I don’t think I’d have been any good at golf
at the very highest level for exactly that reason.
I was a bit flaky. I always thought cricket was
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much kinder on the nerves.Walking out to bat
was often tough but it’s not mean like golf. Golf
is quite extraordinary.You can be sailing along
in a match, two up against some bloke and not
a care in the world. Suddenly he chips in from
nowhere and next minute you’re wondering
whether you are going to even make contact
with the ball. The cruelty of it is summed up
for me by what happened to Greg Norman
in the play-off against Calcavecchia at Troon
in 1989 – his huge drive ended down the
middle bounced to the right and ended up in
a bunker.”
In cricket, by contrast, “once you play
yourself in, that sort of thing doesn’t really
happen. And as a top or middle order batsman
you’re also much less likely than a tail ender to
get into those nail biting situations at the end
of a cricket match when, like Monty Panesar,
for example, you have to hold out for a draw.”
Dexter admits to being pleased that “cricket
chose me’ – but, intriguingly, he also flirted
with the idea of professional golf when his
cricketing career came to an end. “I had no
degree thanks to cricket and golf and I had no

professional business qualification other than
part one of the insurance exams - so I went off
to see the Secretary of the PGA Tour who was
the brother of my family solicitor. In those days
it took five years to qualify for the Tour and
in that time you weren’t allowed to take any
money from the game. So that was no good”.
Who knows what he might have done as a
professional given that, like many good golfers,
he played many of his best rounds in middle
age.“I was probably playing my best golf when
I was in my early 40s. I was down to scratch. In
that period I had a six footer to qualify for the
Open which lipped out. I won three medals at
Sunningdale – with a lot of Walker Cup chaps
in the field - and I had my little moments of
glory in the President’s Putter. I was in seven
finals and won two - when I won my second
aged 49 I was then the oldest ever winner.”
In his 65th year - in 1999 - Dexter was
still “winning things’ on the golf course - but
having recovered fully from two earlier back
operations a third one finally took its toll on
the consistency of his game. “My handicap is
now up to 10 and I don’t win anything off that.

I play nine good holes but then am liable to
skim one with a wedge, hit a few other funny
shots and suddenly come in with an 85.”
He adds cheerfully: “I still greatly enjoy
playing - and I’m always convinced I’ve finally
found the secret of how to hit the ball properly!”

“The key for me was always how quickly I
could flick that switch. I’m rather amused these
days that they always talk about bowling as the
‘attack’: when Viv Richards was in there wasn’t
much defence!”
Switching sports - but still on the subject of
hard hitting - I ask him about a story passed
exter’s impatience with slow play is down through generations of Cambridge
legendary - so much so that he has golfers that he once drove a ball full toss over
gently campaigned for a set of rules the cross-bunkers on the par-4 16th at the
to encourage club golfers to get on with it Gog Magog club – a hazard usually well out of
(rules observed in the annual Dexter challenge range for even the strongest students.“ I might
at Sunningdale and listed on page 15). His urge have finished over them but it probably ran
to get on with the game, I suggest, was equally through”, he says modestly. “There were a few
anecdotes that people told about me, including
evident when he was batting at cricket.
“I was actually very analytical about cricket”, one that from the tee of the par-4 18th at Royal
he recalls. “I always thought that the absolute Worlington I hit the roof of the clubhouse
key to batting, both individually and as a team, behind the green. It’s conceivable that the ball
was to have that ability to turn the switch, to might have rolled up and hit the side of the
gain the ascendancy and change the course clubhouse but I can’t remember. It certainly
of a match. We all know there are moments wasn’t the roof!”.
“It’s also untrue that, as some have claimed,
when a seamer is moving the ball around, and
the commentators say it’s unplayable. Then I once hit a cricket ball from the Jesus College
somebody starts to take control at the crease cricket ground into Jesus Chapel. That said, I
did hit the golf ball an unusually long way.The
and it all looks so different.

D

The drive that went too far
Ted Dexter recalls a dream that so nearly came true
“1978. In those days, Scratch
Handicap Amateurs (Golf)
were excused from Regional
Qualifying for the Open
Championship. Thus I found
myself teeing up for a 36-hole
Final Qualifying at Leven Links
with dreams of a start at St
Andrews the following week.
I was in the mix after 18. The
wind got up and scores soared
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so there was a chance. I survived
a string of tough holes “into the
teeth” until turning downwind
at the 16th, a straightaway par
four of about 390 yards. I gave
it a full smash down the middle
and my dream seemed pretty
close. My partners played their
seconds but no signs of my ball.
We walked on and on, virtually
to the green which had an “old

fashioned” trench bunker all
round the front. Then I saw the
ball – a last roll had brought it to
rest right under the back lip of
the hazard.
It added up to a six – but
after making a par three at the
next it transpired that a par at
the last would still qualify. Back
into the wind I needed and got a
long low draw to have a chance
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of clearing the burn guarding
the green. As I neared my ball
an old golfing acquaintance
suddenly appeared. As I took out
a three wood I thought I heard
a loud sucking of teeth. Now
I had doubts. OK, lay up and
go for the pitch and a putt. “I
thought you of all people would
have had a go, Ted” he said,
as a parting shot. My pitch was
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decent to about six feet. The
putt was true – but just too firm,
lipping out. I had tied – finishing
6,3,5. The four man play-off for
the last remaining place started
at 9,15 p.m. Only one man
birdied the first and sadly it was
not me. A minor disaster in the
great scheme of things, but a
disaster, nevertheless, for me at
the time”.

Source: Ted Dexter’s blog
www.teddexter.com/blog
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only professional I recall who hit it longer than
me when I was a young man was probably
Harry Weetman.”
Looking back, I enquire, did he play any golf
on England’s overseas cricket tours? “Oh Yes!
Slazenger were always good to us and produced
a few sets of clubs. Kenny Barrington and Colin
Cowdrey liked to play. Tom Graveney was a
very good golfer and always used to beat me.
I played golf in Sri Lanka and in India (Royal
Calcutta). I met and played golf with Bobby
Locke in South Africa and first bumped into
Gary Player when touring in Australia”.
Player and Dexter became good friends:
when Player came to London for what was
known as the Piccadilly World Match Play at
Wentworth, he often invited Dexter to join
him for a practice round. “I remember Gary
saying to his manager Mr Bloomberg that we
were going to have a pound on our match and
that he, Mr Bloomburg, should decide on the
appropriate number of shots. He thought three
on each nine was probably about right. When
we got to the 18th Gary was sweating over an
8-footer which just crept into the hole. He
came over, shook my hand and with a beaming
smile said, ‘Well, Ted, that was a great halved
match’. It wasn’t. He’d been concentrating
so hard that he’d completely forgotten about
the strokes - it might have been halved playing
level but with the strokes I’d won out in the
country!”
As for the stakes, that pound was not
untypical: “I’ve played for tenners and twenties
but I never got involved in the big money
games at Sunningdale”.
I ask him if he has a favourite golfing
moment? “I’ve had a 63 on the Old Course
with chums - and the card to prove it - and I’ve
had lots of 64s and 65s. I could shoot numbers
in my day. I once competed for the Brabazon
trophy at Woodhall Spa and that was really
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rather memorable. In the 36-hole qualifying
I happened to be paired with Wayne Player,
Gary’s son, and when we came to the 18th tee
of the second round Wayne said to me in a very
thick South African accent,‘Mr Dexter, I think
you’ve got to make a birdie to qualify’. Well, I
crunched a drive down the middle to the great
tree on the corner, took out a six iron and the
next shot went straight into the hole!”
Dexter says he loves watching as well as
playing golf, and naturally enjoys watching
cricket. Did he play much cricket after giving
it up? “Little bits and bobs but the motivation
wasn’t there. What’s more when I was in my
mid 40s I never fancied coming up against
some young fast bowler who was thinking
‘There’s that Dexter chap, I’ll just knock his
head off!’”
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The Dexter Challenge
RULES OF GOLF – except where varied below.
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s we share a taxi to Lords we chat about
his other careers – his PR business
and cricket writing and broadcasting
–and his decision to fight Cardiff South in
the 1963 UK general election (against one
James Callaghan, the then Labour incumbent
and later Prime Minister). “All the polls were
predicting a big swing to Labour and I knew
I had no chance”, he recalls. “But there was a
bit of a fashion then for selecting well known
personalities and the Conservatives thought
this would help prevent their vote collapsing”.
Dexter duly lost, albeit gathering a creditable
17,000 votes, having been excused the first few
weeks of England’s winter tour of South Africa.
I finally ask about his nickname, Lord Ted.
“Oh” he smiles, “that was on my first tour to
Australia when I was called out late as a result
of other people’s injuries. One of the journalists
was looking for something to write and
deeming me rather aristocratic and debonair
described me as ‘the man from Cambridge with
the Oxford accent’. It seems to have stuck!”
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A maximum of 9 (nine) clubs to be carried on the shoulder.
In dry conditions bag may be laid lightly lengthwise on the green.
One practice swish only permitted (hands below the shoulder).
No attending the pin.
Pin to be removed only at the request of any player.
Only the player searches for his ball.
Ball deemed lost after 2 minutes or when playing partner(s) pass
the search area whichever is the later;
Lost ball or out of bounds penalty. One stroke. Another ball to be
dropped level with the search area on the fairway. One club
length from edge of fairway.
Lost ball in vicinity of the green. Drop nearest point with clear line
to hole. Not nearer the hole than search area. One stroke penalty.
Any ball may be deemed “unplayable”. Relief as for lost ball
etc above.
No walking beyond the ball prior to any stroke.
Short putts “within the leather” to be “given”.
Source: Sunningdale Golf Club

Teeing it up at the
Gabba Down Under
What if this winter’s battle for the Ashes between England and Australia was a golf match?
England’s top pair would probably be Andrew Strauss and Paul Collingwood, both single figure
players and apparently the keenest of the current squad. James Anderson, Ian Bell, Stuart Broad,
Kevin Petersen and Graeme Swann would likely be fighting it out to represent their country in
matches two and three.
Although the ECB says no formal golf is planned for ‘down under’, the Aussies are clearly not
taking any chances. A recently released video on the Cricket Australia website (http://www.
cricketaustralia.tv/articles/20101007/julios-v-nerds-annual-golf-challenge-2010_2271495_2177141)
shows them honing their swings at practice camp . Captain Ricky Ponting is the star turn with
a handicap “under five” according to Cricket Australia’s spokesman. Ben Hilfenhaus, Callum
Ferguson, Ryan Harris and James Hopes are all in single figures.
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